7 termini da abbinare

1. ____ Other percussion instruments include

2. ____ Flute and its related woodwind instruments are the only instruments that?

3. ____ Tuned instruments

4. ____ Originally the violin strings were made of what?

5. ____ what strings are standard on a violin today?

6. ____ cymbals

7. ____ Guitar

A. are held parallel to the plane of the floor

B. the castanets, the rattle, the wood block, whistle, and the tambourine

C. large, slightly tapered disks of brass, struck together

D. cat gut

E. Glockenspiel (bells)
   Xylophone
   Chimes
   Piano

F. metal

G. the most favored by non-classical music people. 6 strings (1630)

7 domande a scelta multipla

1. Varoque

   A. simplest construction and has a U-Shaped slide. powerful instrument. same instrument used today as in the Renaissance

   B. Bach

   C. composed almost completely of string instruments 14-20 players

   D. the most favored by non-classical music people. 6 strings (1630)
2. Tone color is its attention arresting intensity, described as nasal and reedy. It is a Double Reed instrument made of wood and blows directly into a double reed which consists of 2 thin strips of cane bounded together.

A. Trombone
B. oboe
C. Flute
D. Trumpet

3. Baroque
A. Stravinsky
B. Bach
C. Nurnberg
D. composed almost completely of string instruments 14-20 players

4. The original trumpet and can only play a limited amount of notes.
A. Trumpet
B. Cello
C. bugle
D. Flute

5. Double Reed Instruments
A. Glockenspiel (bells)
   Xylophone
   Chimes
   Piano
B. harp, violin, viola, cello, double bass, guitar
C. brass, strings, woodwinds 90 players
D. 
6. Brass instruments
   A. 
      Glockenspiel (bells)
      Xylophone
      Chimes
      Piano
   B. 
      double reed, an alto oboe, a wooden tube is wider and longer than the oboe and has lower pitches
   C. 
      3000 years +
      uses lips and tongue.
      used by Romans for military signals.
   D. 
      a series of small metal bars, struck with small hard hammers

7. Modern
   A. 
      strings and woodwinds 40 players
   B. 
      Nurnberg
   C. 
      simplest construction and has a U-Shaped slide, powerful instrument, same instrument used today as in the Renaissance
   D. 
      Stravinsky

6 domande Vero/Falso

1. harp, violin, viola, cello, double bass, guitar → cymbals
   ○ Vero
   ○ Falso

2. is more recent. invented by Belgion Adolphe Sax in 1840. used more in the 1920's for Jazz. 6 different sizes. not as accepted → Saxophone
   ○ Vero
   ○ Falso

3. huge disk of brass giving forth an ominous sound when struck with large felt headed stick → String
   ○ Vero
   ○ Falso
4. Mozart → Classical
   - Vero
   - Falso

5. has a magical effect, has 47 strings and are color coded, must be tuned before every performance. → Harp
   - Vero
   - Falso

6. sound is made by blowing across a hole (embouchure) at the end of the instrument, tone color is bright except in the lowest register its dark and velvety → Cello
   - Vero
   - Falso